CARTOONS
MANUSCRIPT COLLECTIONS

AURAND, EVAN P.: PAPERS, 1934-72
Series II. Naval Aide Series
Box 21 Loose Manuscripts, Clippings, and Printed Materials, 1957-61 (1)-(5) [a few cartoons]

Box 5 1930 [a few 1930 newspaper cartoons]
Box 5 Cutter-Hammer Advertising Copy [hand drawn and printed cartoons, 1920s]
Box 6 “The Weaselwort Family” Cartoon Series…, 1933 [cartoons by Bacon]
Box 20 Cartoon on Retirement, 1961 [three cartoons re poets]
Box 33 Miscellaneous Memorabilia-Drawings & Cartoons, 1916-1920 (1)(2) [original cartoons by Bacon]
Box 33 Miscellaneous Memorabilia-Drawings & Cartoons, 1920-25
Box 33 Miscellaneous Memorabilia-Naval Drawings by EAB
Box 33 Miscellaneous Memorabilia-Newspaper Clippings, 1929-1955 [some cartoons by EAB]
Box 37 Weasleworth Cartoons by EAB…
Box 37 Original Cartoons [1920s & 1950s]

BENEDICT, STEPHEN: PAPERS, 1952-60
Box 9 Anti-Eisenhower Smear Campaign (1)-(6) [includes some cartoons, mostly 1952]

COCHRAN, JACQUELINE: PAPERS, 1932-75
Scrapbook Series
Box 19 Scrapbook, 1932-1951 [19 folders; a few cartoons]

COUCH, VIRGIL L.: PAPERS, 1951-80
Box 25 U.S.-U.S.S.R., Charts, Graphs, and Cartoons, Comparing them [cartoon relating to U.S.-Soviet relations]

DULLES, ELEANOR LANSING: PAPERS, 1880-1984
Box 44 Newspaper Cartoons, 1958 (1)-(3) [re foreign policy, nuclear testing, space race, summit, arms control, Red China]

EISENHOWER-DOUD: COLLECTION OF CLIPPINGS AND OTHER MEMORABILIA, 1911-59
Box 2 The Pointer, [10 folders; 1941-44; cartoons in each issue; John Eisenhower was attending West Point during this period]
Box 3 Treat ‘Em Rough, [4 folders; 1918; news magazine of the Tank Corps; each issue contains cartoons; Dwight Eisenhower was in Tank Corps in 1918]
Box 5 Dwight D. Eisenhower (2) [clippings & 1950s cartoons]

Principal File
Box 140 Eisenhower for President Research Service [Weekly report, 5-26-52, includes cartoons]

Official File
Box 597-598 OF 138-C-4 Republican Presidential Campaign [scattered throughout]

General File
Box 540 GF 109-A-6 Republican Presidential Campaign and Election (2) [1956, cartoons of the week]
Box 616-630  GF 114-D  Clippings  [15 boxes of clippings and related corres.; there are occasional cartoons amid the clippings—the following represent a few we spotted in a brief search]
Box 624  GF 114-D  Clippings-J 1956  [decision to run for re-election]
Box 624  GF 114-D  Clippings-M 1956  [cartoon re decision to run for re-election]
Box 624  GF 114-D  Clippings-N 1956  [cartoons re John Foster Dulles and foreign aid]
Box 627  GF 114-D  Clippings-B 1958  [cartoons re DDE and Dulles]
Box 628  GF 114-D  Clippings-B 1959-60  [cartoons]
Box 628  GF 114-D  Clippings-F 1959-60  [cartoon re DDE and Berlin, March 1959]
Box 629  GF 114-D  Clippings-M 1959-60  [cartoon]
Box 629  GF 114-D  Clippings-N 1959-60  [cartoons re DDE’s influence, economy]
Box 629  GF 114-D  Clippings-R 1959-60  [cartoon re DDE and trip abroad]
Box 629  GF 114-D  Clippings-W 1959-60  [cartoon, Family Circus, 1960]
Box 630-631  GF 114-E  Cartoons  [14 folders; cartoons and corres.; 1953-60; two relating to Little Rock, 1957]
Box 632  GF 114-F  Foreign Language Press...  [9 folders; 1952-60; clippings & some cartoons]
Box 1175  GF 149-E  Economy  [cartoon re economy, attached to Adams to Peyton, 6-6-56]

President’s Personal File
Box 49  PPF 1-F-73  Trip-Kansas (2)  [Wichita Eagle, 1-15-57, cartoon re DDE]
Box 49  PPF-1-F-73  Trip-New Mexico  [paper, 1-14-57, cartoon re DDE]
Box 381  PPF 1-W-1, R 1956  [Roche to Hagerty, 3-29-56, encloses 18 cartoons, Hagerty to Roche, 4-20-56]
Box 776  PPF 46-B  Cartoons  [1 folder, mostly corres., 5 or 6 cartoons]
Box 776  PPF 46-B-1  President Eisenhower’s Cartoon Book  [correspondence only, 1956]
Box 874  PPF 49-B-4  Republican Presidential Campaign (6)  [cartoons, 1952]

Alphabetical File
Box 539  Cartoons (only)  [cross-reference sheets and correspondence]

EISENHOWER, DWIGHT D.: POST-PRESIDENTIAL PAPERS, 1961-69
1966 Signature File
Box 3-4  GI-1 Schneider (1)-(6)  [6 folders of cartoons about DDE from foreign language newspapers, 1954-65, most are 1959-60]

HAGERTY, JAMES C.: PAPERS, 1953-61
Box 36  Press Clippings-Presidential Visit to England, 1959 Vol. I (1)(2)  [clippings & cartoons]
Box 103  Jan.-Dec. 1955 Scrapbook  [cartoon re Hagerty]
Box 104  1956 Scrapbook  [some cartoons]
Box 130  Cartoon, 1961  [Hagerty leaves White House and returns as ABC news chief]

HOBBS, LELAND: PAPERS, 1918-67
Box 1  Cartoons, Poetry, Mementoes  [World War II cartoons]

NEW YORK STATE CITIZENS FOR EISENHOWER: CLIPPINGS RE 1952 PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN AND OTHER ITEMS, 1952
Box 29  Cartoons  [5 folders, March to Oct. 1952]

PUSEY, MERLO J.: MANUSCRIPT AND MATERIAL RE EISENHOWER THE PRESIDENT, 1952-69
Box 1  Agriculture Department (1) & (4)  [clippings & cartoons re agriculture policy]
Box 2  Big Four Conference (1)-(3)  [1955; several cartoons]
Box 2  Big Three Conference  [1953; clippings & cartoons]
Box 3  Campaign 1956 (2)  [clippings; cartoon]
Box 4  Commerce Department  [clippings; cartoons]
Box 4  Congress, 84th (2)(3)  [clippings; cartoons]
Box 5  Congress, 85th (1)(2)  [clippings, cartoons]
Box 6  Defense Department (9)  [clippings; cartoons]
Box 7  Economic Policy  [clippings; cartoons]
Box 7  Eisenhower, 1952 Campaign (1)(2)  [clippings; cartoons]
Box 8  Eisenhower, 1952 Campaign (5)  [clippings; booklet; cartoons]
Box 9  Eisenhower, 1953 (1)(2)  [clippings; cartoons]
Box 10  Eisenhower, 1953 (5)(6)(7)  [clippings; cartoons]
Box 10  Eisenhower, 1954 (1)  [clippings; cartoons]
Box 11  Eisenhower, 1954 (2)  [clippings; cartoons]
Box 11  Eisenhower, 1955 (2)  [clippings; cartoons]
Box 12  Eisenhower, 1955 (3)(4)  [clippings; cartoons]
Box 13  Eisenhower, 1957 (2)(3)  [clippings; cartoons]
Box 13  Eisenhower, Personality (1)  [clippings; cartoons]
Box 14  Eisenhower, Personality (3)(4)  [clippings; cartoons]
Box 15  Economic Policy (1)  [clippings; cartoons]
Box 15  Foreign Policy (1)  [clippings; cartoons]
Box 15  Foreign Affairs  [clippings; cartoons]
Box 16  Formosa (3)  [clippings; cartoons]
Box 17  Ike’s Congress  [clippings; cartoons]
Box 17  Inaugural 1957  [clippings; cartoons]
Box 17  Indo-China (1)&(3)  [clippings, cartoons]
Box 18  Internal Security  [clippings; cartoons]
Box 18  Israel Crisis (1)-(3)  [clippings; cartoons]
Box 19  Korean War (3)  [clippings; cartoons]
Box 20  Latin America  [clippings; cartoons]
Box 20  Legislative Program (1)  [clippings; cartoons re DDE and Congress]
Box 20  Little Rock  [tearsheets, clippings; cartoons]
Box 21  McCarthy (1)&(3)  [clippings; cartoons]
Box 21  Middle East (2)  [clippings; cartoons]
Box 22  Peace (1)  [clippings; cartoons]
Box 22  Politics (1)(2)  [clippings; cartoons]
Box 23  Pre-Convention (1)  [clippings; cartoons]
Box 23-24  State Department (1)(2)(6)  [clippings; cartoons]
Box 26  Sputnik  [clippings; cartoons]
Box 28  Western European Union (1)(2)  [clippings; cartoons]
Box 28  White, Harry Dexter (2)  [clippings; cartoons]
Box 39-47  Miscellaneous Clippings  [some scattered cartoons]

REPUBLICAN NATIONAL COMMITTEE: NEWS CLIPPINGS AND PUBLICATIONS, 1932-65
(Note: There are cartoons scattered among the clippings in a great number of files.)
Box 135-143  Civil Rights  [cartoons scattered among clippings, see esp. 135, 136, 137, 140]
Box 438-443  Integration  [see esp. 438 for cartoon]
Box 483-486  Negroes  [see esp. 485 for cartoons]
Box 597  Segregation
Box 651-652  Civil Rights  [a few cartoons mixed in with clippings]

ROGERS, WILLIAM P.: PAPERS, 1938-62
Box 65  WPR Clippings Oct.-Dec. 1957 (6)  [cartoon]
Box 66  WPR Scrapbook Nov. 58-Jan. 1961 (8)(11)  [cartoons; Rogers; civil rights]

SCHOOLEY, C. HERSHEL: PAPERS, 1954-60, 1975
Box 8  Political Cartoon re Charles Wilson  [1954-57; about ten cartoons]
Box 8  Two Oversized Political Cartoons re Charles Wilson  [1957]
Box 9-10  Mock-Up – Naval Base Newspapers  [1943-45; some issues contain cartoons]

SMITH, THOR M.: PAPERS, 1934-80
Box 6  Cartoons, 1944  [3 color cartoons, “Careless Talk Costs Lives”]
Box 8  W W II Cartoon Book  [paperback book with annotations by Smith]

STEPHENS, THOMAS E.: RECORDS, 1944-61
   Box 16  Anti-Eisenhower Material  [twenty folders, some cartoons re DDE]

SUMMERFIELD, ARTHUR: PAPERS, 1942-72 (A 78-19)
   Box 14  Information Packet (Adlai Stevenson)  [1952 cartoon]
   Box 15  Republican Party Booklets, Misc. (8)-(9)  [cartoons in Firing Line, Sept-Oct. 1952]
   Box 34  Cartoons for Albums  [cartoons re U.S. Post Office]

WASHBURN, C. LANGHORNE: Papers, 1952-64
   Box 14  Advance  [newsletter; 1956; published by Citizens for Eisenhower; some political cartoons]

WORLD WAR II PARTICIPANTS AND CONTEMPORARIES: PAPERS
   (Materials are arranged under the names of the donors which are in alphabetical order. No box numbers are available as this is an expanding collection.)
   Baker, Caroline
      Newsletters (1)(2)  [some cartoons]
   Burt, Betty
      Newsletters (2)  [SEE Bee, 9-12-45, cartoons]
   Calhoun, Ann
      Scrapbook I (1)-(3)  [political cartoons from the 1930s]
   Cordell, Harry J.
      Clippings  [some political cartoons]
   Dunn, Mary Majors
      Male Call  [112 GI comic strips; published book]
   Freedman, Morris
      Papers  [handmade jokebook with cartoons]
   Hess, Orville H.
      Memorabilia  [oversized postcard with cartoon depicting the 1941 Arkansas-Louisiana maneuvers; Dwight Eisenhower participated in these maneuvers as Chief of Staff for Gen. Kruger’s 3rd Army]
      Lattin, Glenn E.
         Scrapbook  [same postcard as in Hess donation]
   Marshbank, Anna
      Papers  [“Sad Sack” cartoon print; newsletter with cartoon, 1945]
   Meyer, Esther
      Scrapbook (1)-(4)  [a number of wartime cartoons]
   Russum, Geraldine
      The Beachmaster  [1943-44; base paper; cartoons in each issue]
   Snoddy, Ethel
      Scrapbooks  [5 scrapbooks of WW II Cartoons, 1941-45]
   Tebben, Valra
      Scrapbooks  [some cartoons]
Wicksten, Layton
   Album #1 & #3    [cartoons; drawings; artwork; donor stationed in India]
   Miscellaneous Items (1)(2)  [cartoons]

Young, Joan
   William McCready Papers (1)    [large print of cartoon]

AUDIOVISUAL HOLDINGS

CHESNEY, EARLE D.: RECORDS (A79-17)
   Over 100 photographic reproductions of cartoons by Chesney, a member of the White House staff. Most of
   the cartoons relate to the President and various White House staff members and special occasions, such
   as birthdays, anniversaries, and retirements.

AV CROSS-REFERENCE FILE
   Folder, “Cartoons and Doodles”—contains cross reference sheets to a number of photos of cartoons.

Sources in Book Collection:

   cartoons by John Chase from 1925 to 1968.  NC1429 C523 A4

Herbert Block.  The Herblock Book (Boston: Beacon Press, 1952).  E813 B55


cartoons.  NC 1429 B625 A2

Fell, Frederick.  President Eisenhower’s Cartoon Book (1956)  E836 N35

1968).  NC1429 L3

MUSEUM COLLECTIONS

The museum has about 200 original cartoons.  Most were given to DDE by the cartoonists.

Archivist’s Note:  The Eisenhower Library does not own copyright to any of the original cartoons in our
museum collection, nor do we own copyright to any of the printed cartoons in our files.  Additional sources on
cartoons in our holdings would include periodicals from the 1950s in our Book Collection and newspapers,
such as the New York Times on microfilm.
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